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Abstract: The initial paper on the subject of distributed detection, by Tenney and Sandell, showed that 

under a fixed fusion rule, for two sensors with one bit outputs, the optimal Bayes sensor decision rule is a 

likelihood ratio test. It has been shown that the optimal fusion rule for N sensors is a likelihood ratio test 

on the data received from the sensors. Reibman and Nolte and Hoballah and Varshney have generalized 

the results to N sensors with optimal fusion, again with the restriction of one bit sensor outputs; this has 

been relaxed later to multi-bit quantizations.. In this “primer” talk we explore a number of issues in 

distributed detection, including some pathologies, the benefits of fusion, optimal design, structures for 

decision flow, consensus, sensor biases, feedback, deliberate obfuscation (i.e., security) and censoring. We 

also devote some time to distributed estimation (i.e., fusion for tracking): why is it difficult and what seems 

to work best ? 

 

Peter Willett:  

Peter Willett has been a faculty member in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at the University of 

Connecticut since 1986. Since 1998 he has been a Professor, and since 2003 an IEEE Fellow. His primary areas of research 

have been statistical signal processing, detection, machine learning, communications, data fusion, and tracking. He is chief 

editor of IEEE AESS Magazine (2018-2020). He was editor-in-chief of IEEE Signal Processing Letters, 2014-2016 and before 

that for IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems from 2006-2011. He was also AESS Vice President for 

Publications 2012-2014. For 1998-2005 he was associate editor for three active journals – IEEE Transactions on Aerospace 

and Electronic Systems (for Data Fusion and Target Tracking) and IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, parts 

A and B.  He remains associate editor for the IEEE AES Magazine. He is a member of the IEEE AESS Board of Governors and 

was Chair of IEEE Signal Processing Society’s Sensor-Array and Multichannel (SAM) technical committee. 

 

 

La S.V. è gentilmente inviata a partecipare. 
Inoltre è gradita la diffusione di questo invito a 
chiunque possa essere interessato alla manifestazione.                                                                                      Il Presidente di  

“Aerospace and Electronic Systems”  Chapter 
IEEE Italy Section 
Ing. Alfonso Farina. 


